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Grace you and peace from God our Creator and the Lord Jesus Christ. 
Last Sunday the Adult Sunday School watched four short videos by an outfit called The Bible 
Project. These videos are part of a series on how to read the Bible. And that in and of itself tells 
you something. How to read the Bible? Don’t you just pick it up and start reading? Now if it 
were written yesterday, and written specifically for you, in your language by someone from your 
culture, that might work. But of course none of those things are true. So we need to do some 
work to make sense of the message, or messages, that the Bible is trying to convey. And we 
think it’s worth the effort, because we believe that the message of these writings is God’s 
message, not only for us, but also for us. We’ve been using The Bible Project resources for 
several years now in Confirmation and Adult classes. I’ve watched most of them, and think 
they’re right on target. I commend them to your attention. In fact, I’m going to suggest using 
them as a daily devotion during Lent this year, and will put together a calendar for those who are 
interested. In the mean time, check them out for yourselves at “thebibleproject.com.” I’ve put the 
address on one of the slides running on the TV in the narthex if you need a reminder. 
 So as I’ve suggested, one of the mistakes that people make with regard to the Bible is 
thinking that they can just pick it up and read it and expect to understand it without any 
background knowledge or effort. Another mistake that people make, in my judgment, leans in 
the opposite direction, and that is assuming that a collection of two-to-three-thousand-year-old 
texts (that’s what the Bible is) cannot possible have any relevance for us today. The world is so 
complicated now that what was once easy to understand and believe no longer is. That’s a 
conceit of the television series The Good Place, which I think some of you are watching. I don’t 
think that’s too much of a spoiler for those who haven’t watched the show yet.  
 I would like to suggest that our second reading today from 1 Corinthians is a challenge to 
that assumption, because it sure sounds to me like the Corinthians of 2,000 years ago are not 
very different from the people of our own time. Paul’s wrote this letter to address some issue that 
had come up in the church at Corinth, a church that he had founded a few years earlier. One of 
those issues, the one that shows up in today’s reading, was partisanship. Does that sound at all 
familiar… on this weekend in the middle of the senate impeachment trial at which extreme 
partisanship will likely be the only clear winner? Partisanship is an uncritical, or even blind 
allegiance to one party, faction, or person. You decide which faction you belong to, or maybe 
you’re born into it, and then you build your worldview around that. Your team is the good guys, 
the other team or teams are the bad guys. 
 We sometimes have romantic notions of the early church being united and faithful, and 
so unlike our time with so many different denominations and “takes” on the Christian faith. I 
don’t know why we do that. May there’s a rule that if something can be romanticized, it will be. 
It doesn’t take much reading in church history, or even just reading in the Bible, to recognize that 
such a rosy picture was never a reality. There is one place I can think of, in the book of Acts, at 
the end of chapter 4, where the early church is described in pretty ideal terms. But it lasts for all 
of six verses, one short paragraph, before a scandal erupts. So the partisanship of the Corinthians 
should come as no surprise. As has happened throughout the history of the church, people get 
attached to the person who brought them to the faith, or the pastor of their youth. This happens 
with denominations and religions too. The denomination you’re born into or become attached to 
in your formative years becomes the only true one, and all others are automatically wrong. 
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 Now let me be clear here. Paul’s objection to partisanship does not mean that all parties 
are equally problematic, and that we should all just get along. That’s not his point. Paul strongly 
goes after those who contradict the message of radical grace that he proclaims. He does so 
because he believes they misrepresent Jesus and deprive their audiences of the help that he can 
be to them. That is something that really matters, and is worth struggling for, he believes. What 
he objects to is any allegiance that isn’t focused on the heart of the matter. In his example, it’s 
the person who baptized you. People were splitting into factions in Corinth on that basis, when 
that shouldn’t matter at all. All of them were baptized into Christ, regardless of who performed 
the rite. 
 I’ve been through that kind of dynamic in my own life with regard to Lutheranism, and a 
particular faction of Lutheranism at that. Even as late as my college years I was sometimes 
uncritically partisan in my denominational allegiance. This was the result of the church conflict 
that took place within that denomination (or sub-denomination) when I was younger, and in 
which my father and grandfather were intimately involved. So you can appreciate that my loyalty 
to them was an overriding factor. And you can also appreciate that I didn’t really know enough 
then to make a completely independent, fully informed decision of my own. I do now. It’s why I 
went to seminary – not to become a pastor, but to try to sort out that church conflict. But before 
that, partisanship played a significant role. 
 Maybe you’ve had a similar experience. Not in the details, probably, but I think everyone 
goes through some kind of partisanship with regard to religion, at least if you’re brought up in 
the church from childhood. And maybe you’re still there. Even now I can sometimes catch 
myself being uncritical and prejudiced about my denominational and religious allegiance. But if 
that doesn’t resonate with you, I’ll bet that partisanship plays a role in your attitude toward the 
current political crisis, if you’re honest about it.  
 Fortunately, there’s gospel for that… which is what Paul was getting at in confronting the 
partisanship of the Corinthians. In Jesus Christ, God breaks into our factionalized, partisan, 
strife-torn world to free us from its never-ending cycle of hostility and hatred. And not only us. 
This ultimate act of God is for everyone. Even those we don’t like. By his death and resurrection, 
Jesus takes upon himself the consequences of our endless war, with one another and with God, in 
order to break the cycle and open the possibility of a new way forward. 
 That gospel, that Good News of God’s intervention in our self-destruction, is the power 
of God that changes lives, Paul tells us. It is the power of mercy, compassion, and forgiveness, a 
foolish power that cannot be vanquished even by the wisest and mightiest of political and 
military forces. It is an unquenchable light shining in the darkness. John the Baptist was 
beheaded, but his voice continued in Jesus. Jesus was executed, but the grave could not hold him, 
and his voice has continued to speak life into the world by the power of the Holy Spirit down 
through the ages in the lives of countless disciples who answered the call of the gospel to love 
the world as God has loved the world in Jesus. May that gospel break through our futile 
partisanship. May it be our only power, and our only light in these dark days. And may the peace 
of God that it brings, the peace that passes all understanding, keep our hearts and minds in Christ 
Jesus. Amen. 


